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Abstract. The peak velocities of saccades and fast



phases of nystagmus were examined and compared in 20 healthy subjects. The peak velocities of both types of eye movements increased with increase of amplitudes. The saccades were found to be fastest in light, slower in darkness and slowest behind closed eyelids. The peak velocities of the quick phases of optokinetic and of vestibular nystagmus were found to be the same. Fast phases of optovestibular (optic as well as vestibular stimulation) nystagmus produced significantly higher peak velocities than the two others. At the same amplitude and during the same visual conditions the saccades were significantly faster than any type of fast components of nystagmus. The difference in velocity between voluntary and reflexive eye movements is possibly related to differences in antagonistic activity during these eye movements, but also to specific synaptic events during the voluntary action.



There are two main groups of rapid eye movements, the saccades and the fast phases of nystagmus. Whereas the saccades can be triggered voluntarily or spontaneously by peripheral visual stimuli, the fast phases of vestibular and of optokinetic nystagmus are triggered reflexively, secondary to the slow phase of nystagmus. All rapid eye movements seem to utilize the same pontine neuronal network located in the parapontine reticular formation (Cohen & Feldman, 1968; Cohen & Komatsuzaki, 1972; Cohen et al., 1973; Henn & Cohen, 1975), where the position of the eyes is adjusted to the position of the target (Robinson, 1975). A similar firing pattern is thus found in these neurons during saccades as well as during fast phases of nystagmus (Keller, 1974; Henn & Cohen, 1975). This would support findings by several authors (Dichgans et a]., 1969; Nauck et al.,



1969; Ron et al., 1972) who neither in man nor in intact alert monkey found differences between saccadic velocity and velocity of fast phases of nystagmus. As these findings were in contrast to our observations the present study of the velocity of the two types of rapid eye movements was undertaken. The aim of this paper will be to determine the velocities of the fast phases of nystagmus of 20 normal subjects exposed to rotation, to caloric stimulation as well as to optokinetic stimuli, for comparison with the velocity of the voluntary saccades at corresponding amplitudes.



MATERIAL AND METHODS The material consisted of 20 volunteers with normal hearing and vision. They had no history of neurological disease and a routine otoneurological examination revealed free eye movements. Ten were males and 10 females and their mean age was 48 years with a range of 23 to 72 years. An electrooculographic (EOG) technique with commercial electrodes and electrode jelly (Medicotest@)was used. In the horizontal plane the mean of the movements of the right and left eye was recorded by the use of conventional electrodes, horizontally disposed, while the recording of vertical eye movements was made for each eye separately. A DC-coupled inkwriter with an upper cut-off frequency of
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Fig. I . Changing the lowpass filters from 15 to 30 and to 70 Hz does not significantly influence the velocity of the saccade as calculated from the recordings.



15 Hz (Mingograph M 81, Siemens-Elema, Stockholm, Sweden) served as a recorder. Before the selection of the filter was made, the rise time of the amplifier was tested by using square waves and ramp signals corresponding to different angular velocities of the eyes. When filters of 15, 30, 70 or 700 Hz were used, the amplitude, the shape, and the duration of these "electrical saccades" did not change noticeably when signals with a rise time of 50 ms or longer were applied. To exclude high frequency noise we could therefore use the 15 Hz filter without any distortions of the signal (see also Fig. 1). The paper was fed at 100 mm-s-l to
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secure the accuracy in the analysis of recordings for events occurring within 10 ms (1 mm). In the recording an angular deviation of the eyes of I" corresponded to 1 mm. The patient was sitting comfortably in a chair. The head was mechanically supported and the position of the head adjusted (eyeear axis horizontal) for each subject before any measurements was undertaken. Light diodes were placed 120 cm in front of the subject at angles of 5", lo", 20" and 30" to the right as well as to the left of the midline. Calibration was made with the subject looking alternately at the diodes which were 20" and 60" apart. Saccades. The tests were performed in darkness. The targets consisting of light diodes of different colours were therefore easy to distinguish. At least 10 saccades at each of the amplitudes 5", lo", 20", 30", 40" and 60" were performed. The light diodes were then switched off and the subject was asked to look first with his eyes open and then to try to look also with his eyes closed at the diodes 10" apart, 20" apart, and finally, at those 60" apart. Caloric tesr. A routine caloric test (Hen-
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Fig. 2 . The peak velocities of rapid eye movements are measured and classified according to amplitude of the eye movements. The tangent at peak velocity is visually
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determined for the recording and is calculated ( p V x A / T ) by using the amplitude ( A ) and duration ( T ) at peak velocity ( p V ) . A u r i Orolw\'ngol RY
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Table I. Mean peak velocities with spreads of voluntary saccudrs at amplitudes of 20" and of 60" in tw'o groups ofsubjrcts tested in two laboratories Peak velocity of saccades at



Group A
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60" mean? S.D.
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Laboratory



20



48.4 (23-72)



I



12



45.0 (18-70)



riksson et al., 1972) was conducted in darkness with the subject's eyes open. Rotation test, The rotation test was performed in complete darkness by acceleration of the subject within one second to a constant velocity of 120" s-'. After one minute of rotation the chair was brought to a standstill within one second. The perrotatory as well as the postrotatory nystagmus was recorded with the eyes open. Optokinetic test. The optokinetic test was performed with the subject inside a striped drum rotating around the patient. The drum was accelerated for 10 seconds to a constant velocity of 90" s-l and the calculations were made at velocities of the drum at 90" s-' as well as somewhat below this value. Optovestibular test (optokinetic rotation stimulus). In this test the subject was rotated inside the optokinetic drum with his eyes open. Using this technique eye movements were recorded resulting from a combination of vestibular and optokinetic stimuli. The physical properties of the acceleration in this combined test were the same as those in the rotation test in darkness. Evaluation of recordings. The peak velocities were measured by estimating the tangent for rapid eye movements; this usually occurred at the beginning of the eye movement. The saccades and the fast phases of nystagmus were classified into different groups according to their amplitudes (Fig. 2). The means and standard deviations of the velocities of the eyes in the saccades and in
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the fast phases of the various types of nystagmus were determined for each individual and for each amplitude (lo", 20", 30", 40" and 60"). To.assess the stability of the mean saccadic velocity within the same group of normals, this velocity was determined on two different occasions with an interval of about one hour. Two different sets of recording devices in two different laboratories were used. To study the variation between two different groups of normals, another group of 12 subjects was examined with a similar age distribution as the subjects in the main study (Table I). RESULTS Sacccides. The mean peak velocities of the saccades at amplitudes of 20" and 60" for the same group of subjects in two different laboratories are provided in Table I. Despite the fact that the recordings were made in different laboratories with an interval of one h, the mean peak velocities were very close. Also when two separate groups of subjects were examined the mean peak velocities were quite similar (Table I). The amplitude-peak velocity relationship of saccades light, in darkness and with closed eyes is shown in Fig. 3 . Saccade peak velocity was dependent not only upon the amplitude but also on the visual condition; with a given visual condition, an increase in amplitude produced an increase in the peak velocity, the function being curvilinear.
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At 20" amplitudes the mean peak velocity of the saccades in light was about 340" s-l, in darkness about 250" s-' and behind closed eyes about 210" s-' (Fig. 3). From these values the peak velocities increased with increasing amplitudes of the saccades and at amplitudes of 60" were 500", 400" and 320" s-I, respectively (Fig. 3). Saccades were characterized by highly variable velocities when performed without visual control. Sometimes efforts to produce saccadic eye movements with closed eyes resulted in recordings appearing more as slow deviations of the eyes than as fast saccadic eye movements (Fig. 4). In darkness, overshooting saccades were very common, especially at the amplitudes of 10" and 20". There was further a considerable interindividual variation in saccadic velocity. Since this study was focussed on the mean values of a whole group of subjects examined in standardized visual conditions, no further interest was paid to either inter- or intraindividual variations. We found no difference in the peak ve-



Fig. 3. Mean peak velocities with standard deviations of voluntary saccades when performed in visual conditions, in darkness and in darkness behind closed eyelids at different amplitudes.



locities of saccades between different age groups (Fig. 5). Young subjects had no higher saccadic velocity than older ones; in fact a subject aged 72 had faster saccades than another subject aged 22. The rapid return eye movements following the pursuit eye movements were analyzed in five subjects. These rapid eye movements had the same amplitude-velocity relationship as visual saccades. Hence, we considered these movements identical to the saccadic ones. Fast phases of nystugmus. We found no difference in the peak velocities of the fast phases of caloric nystagmus, whether induced by irrigation of the right or of the left ear, by cold or by warm water. These peak velocities were, as were the velocities of the saccades, strongly dependent upon the amplitude of nystagmus as shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, the fast phases of nystagmus were equal, whether caused by rotation or by caloric stimulation. The peak velocities of the fast phases of nystagmus induced by rotation at amplitudes of 20" were about A ( 111 O f i d i i r v i i , ~ oKY /
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Fig. 4 . A typical recording showing voluntary saccades



when performed in visual conditions, in darkness eyes open and in darkness behind closed eyelids.



215" s-'. Velocities at higher amplitudes and in light (combining visual and vestibular could not be determined, as such nystagmus stimuli) the peak velocity of the fast phase of nystagmus increased (Fig. 6). The peak is rare in adults (Tibbling, 1969). The amplitudes of OKN (optokinetic nys- velocity of the fast phases of the combined tagmus) were generally smaller, usually nystagmus about 260" s-' and the amplitude below 20". By increasing the velocity of the of 20" against 215" s-I at the same amplitude stimulus the amplitude of nystagmus tended for pure vestibular or pure optokinetic nysto decrease. Hence, for optokinetic nystag- tagmus. Comparison of velocities of saccades with mus we obtained only a few measuring points for higher amplitudes than 20". The f a s t phases of nystagmus. Fig. 7 shows a amplitude-velocity relationship for the fast summarising diagram of the peak velocities phases of OKN is also presented in Fig. 6. of saccades and of fast phases of nystagmus For the measurable amplitudes the OKN with eyes open in light or in darkness. With fast phase velocities closely followed the cor- the same visual condition and at the same responding curves for the fast phase of ves- amplitude the saccades were always faster than the fast phases of any type of nystagtibular nystagmus. By rotating the subjects within the opto- mus here examined. The difference was kinetic drum with the subject's eyes open more pronounced at greater amplitudes.
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Fig. 5 . Mean peak velocities with standard deviations of visual voluntary saccades in three different age groups at different amplitudes.
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Fig. 6 . Mean peak velocities and standard deviations of fast phases of optovestibular nystagmus (-), of rotatory nystagmus (-), of caloric nystagmus (- - -) and of optokinetic nystagmus ( . . . .). The spreads are presented only in direction.
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DISCUSSION It must be stressed that during the saccade the velocity is not constant. The peak velocity is usually reached somewhat before the middle of the saccades, after which the velocity gradually declined (Westheimer, 19.54; Collins, 1975). Hence the saccades represent typical ballistic movements of the eyes (Robinson, 1964). Our reason for measuring peak velocity instead of duration or mean velocity of saccades was due to an observation by Keller (1974) who found a highly synchronous firing pattern within the pontine neurons during peak velocities. We have therefore assumed that peak velocity should be more sensitive to disturbances in clinical connection than other parameters of the saccades (Baloh et al., 1975). The difference in velocity between saccades and fast phases of nystagmus has not been reported earlier. The complexity in oculomotor mechanism makes the observation difficult to explain. Thus, the cortical A 1 tll ~ ~ l o l l l l \ l l q l ~ l 8 ~
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diagram showing the difference between velocities of saccades in light and of fast phases of optovestibular nystagmus. The difference is also shown between the velocities of the saccades in dark and the velocities of fast phases of rotatory nystagmus (vest. nyst. dark). The parameters are as in Figs. 3 and 4. 60



Amplitude of rapid eye movements



mechanism involved in visual saccades is not yet fully understood. Single unit recordings have shown activity during saccades in the neurons of Brodmann's area 8 (Bizzi, 1968; Bizzi & Schiller, 1970), area 7 (Straschill & Schick, 1974; Mountcastle et al., 1975; Lynch et al., 1977) but also in areas 17, 18, 19 (Hubel & Wiesel, 1965; Orban & Callens, 1977a, 6 ) . The importance of these centres is further supported by lesion studies (Pasik & Pasik, 1964; Latto & Cowey, 1971, 1972). The efferent pathways from these three cortical fields descend to neurons in the pontine reticular formation (Astruc, 1971). Through other pathways the same pontine neuronal network is also activated during the fast phases of vestibular and optokinetic nystagmus. From there oculomotor impulses are channeled to the oculomotor nuclei through final pathways common to all different types of rapid eye movements (Henn & Cohen, 1975). This conception of a final pathway common to the oculomotor system has sup-
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ported the idea that all types of rapid eye movements should be equally rapid. Our observations to the contrary may have some support in previous literature also. Thus, the normal contraction of the antagonistic muscles present only during the fast phase of nystagmus (Shimazu, 1972) might explain a difference in velocity between fast phases and saccades. Further, the “slow” saccadic velocities noticed, e.g. in Huntington’s chorea, has been believed to be due to a lack of proper inhibition of antagonistic muscles (Starr, 1967). One other factor which seems to be of importance is that saccades are initiated voluntarily, but fast phases of nystagmus are released automatically and. secondarily to slow phases. During voluntary saccades the subject is alert and active performing a task, while during fast phases of nystagmus the subject is passive. The higher velocity of the saccades might therefore at least in part be explained by a more powerful excitation of pontine neurons caused by volition or related to alertness caused by this volition.
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